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Since the early twentieth century, Americans have associated oil with national security. From World War I to
American involvement in the Middle East, this connection has seemed a self-evident truth. But as Peter A.
Shulman argues, Americans had to learn to think about the geopolitics of energy in terms of security, and
they did so beginning in the nineteenth century: the age of coal. Coal and Empire insightfully weaves
together pivotal moments in the history of science and technology by linking coal and steam to the realms of
foreign relations, navy logistics, and American politics. Long before oil, coal allowed Americans to rethink
the place of the United States in the world.

Shulman explores how the development of coal-fired, ocean-going steam power in the 1840s created new
questions, opportunities, and problems for U.S. foreign relations and naval strategy. The search for coal, for
example, helped take Commodore Matthew Perry to Japan in the 1850s. It facilitated Abraham Lincoln’s
pursuit of black colonization in 1860s Panama. After the Civil War, it led Americans to debate whether a
need for coaling stations required the construction of a global island empire. Until 1898, however,
Americans preferred to answer the questions posed by coal with new technologies rather than new territories.
Afterward, the establishment of America’s island empire created an entirely different demand for coal to
secure the country’s new colonial borders, a process that paved the way for how Americans incorporated oil
into their strategic thought.

By exploring how the security dimensions of energy were not intrinsically linked to a particular source of
power but rather to political choices about America’s role in the world, Shulman ultimately suggests that
contemporary global struggles over energy will never disappear, even if oil is someday displaced by
alternative sources of power.
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From reader reviews:

Thomas Bedwell:

With other case, little folks like to read book Coal and Empire. You can choose the best book if you like
reading a book. Provided that we know about how is important a book Coal and Empire. You can add
information and of course you can around the world by way of a book. Absolutely right, mainly because
from book you can recognize everything! From your country right up until foreign or abroad you will be
known. About simple issue until wonderful thing it is possible to know that. In this era, we are able to open a
book as well as searching by internet gadget. It is called e-book. You may use it when you feel bored to go to
the library. Let's examine.

Dorothy Jaramillo:

The ability that you get from Coal and Empire will be the more deep you looking the information that hide
into the words the more you get considering reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to know but
Coal and Empire giving you excitement feeling of reading. The author conveys their point in particular way
that can be understood simply by anyone who read that because the author of this e-book is well-known
enough. This particular book also makes your current vocabulary increase well. So it is easy to understand
then can go along, both in printed or e-book style are available. We highly recommend you for having this
particular Coal and Empire instantly.

Ines Patterson:

Why? Because this Coal and Empire is an unordinary book that the inside of the e-book waiting for you to
snap the idea but latter it will surprise you with the secret it inside. Reading this book alongside it was
fantastic author who have write the book in such awesome way makes the content inside of easier to
understand, entertaining approach but still convey the meaning totally. So , it is good for you because of not
hesitating having this nowadays or you going to regret it. This phenomenal book will give you a lot of
advantages than the other book possess such as help improving your ability and your critical thinking
method. So , still want to delay having that book? If I have been you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.

Janelle Garrity:

Many people spending their time frame by playing outside with friends, fun activity having family or just
watching TV the whole day. You can have new activity to shell out your whole day by reading through a
book. Ugh, ya think reading a book can actually hard because you have to take the book everywhere? It okay
you can have the e-book, bringing everywhere you want in your Smart phone. Like Coal and Empire which
is having the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's view.
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